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Abstract

Despite the known limitations, most machine
translation systems today still operate on the
sentence-level. One reason for this is, that
most parallel training data is only sentence-
level aligned, without document-level meta in-
formation available. In this work, we set out to
build context-aware translation systems utiliz-
ing document-level monolingual data instead.
This can be achieved by combining any ex-
isting sentence-level translation model with a
document-level language model. We improve
existing approaches by leveraging recent ad-
vancements in model combination. Addition-
ally, we propose novel weighting techniques
that make the system combination more flexi-
ble and significantly reduce computational over-
head. In a comprehensive evaluation on four di-
verse translation tasks, we show that our exten-
sions improve document-targeted scores sub-
stantially and are also computationally more
efficient. However, we also find that in most
scenarios, back-translation gives even better re-
sults, at the cost of having to re-train the trans-
lation system. Finally, we explore language
model fusion in the light of recent advance-
ments in large language models. Our findings
suggest that there might be strong potential in
utilizing large language models via model com-
bination.

1 Introduction

Machine translation (MT), the automatic transla-
tion of text from one language to another, has seen
significant advancements in recent years, primarily
driven by neural machine translation (NMT) mod-
els (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017).
These models have demonstrated remarkable ca-
pabilities in capturing complex linguistic patterns
and producing high-quality translations (Wu et al.,
2016; Hassan et al., 2018). Nevertheless, most
models to-date operate on sentence-level, i.e. trans-
late sentences independently without the context
of the surrounding document. Without access to

such context, it is impossible for these MT systems
to account for discourse-level phenomena such as
resolution of ambiguous words and coherence. Un-
surprisingly, automatic translations are perceived
as much worse, when they are evaluated on entire
documents rather than just at the sentence-level
(Läubli et al., 2018, 2020; Maruf et al., 2022).

An obvious solution to this problem is to uti-
lize context-aware MT models (Tiedemann and
Scherrer, 2017). While document-level NMT mod-
els have been thoroughly studied in recent years,
sentence-level MT remains the standard despite its
inherent limitations. One of the main reasons for
this is that most of the document-level approaches
rely on parallel training data with document-level
metadata. Most releases of large parallel training
corpora lack this information and remain purely
sentence-level (Bañón et al., 2020; Schwenk et al.,
2021). In contrast, large amounts of document-
level monolingual data are readily available for
almost all domains and languages.

In this work, we strive to build a context-aware
MT system that does not rely on any parallel
document-level training data. Instead, we use
monolingual documents to train a document-level
language model (LM), which we fuse with an ex-
isting sentence-level MT model during translation.
While existing work on LM fusion shows that the
fused model is able to incorporate document-level
context (Jean and Cho, 2020; Sugiyama and Yoshi-
naga, 2021), these approaches can be improved.
Our work aims to do so in two main directions.

First, we acknowledge that NMT models im-
plicitly learn the language modeling task during
training. Recently, Herold et al. (2023) showed
that estimating and neutralizing this internal LM
can improve translation quality for sentence-level
MT. We adapt their approach to document-level
LM fusion and demonstrate that this also improves
discourse modeling.

Second, the contribution of the fused MT model,
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the document-level LM and the internal LM must
be balanced by a set of fusion scales. Existing work
defines the fusion scales as static hyperparameters
which are tuned on a validation set via an exten-
sive grid search (Gülçehre et al., 2015; Jean and
Cho, 2020; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2021). In
our work, we provide two simple alternatives to
grid search which allow for automatically tuned
context-dependent fusion scales. Our approaches
eliminate the need for expensive tuning and further
improve discourse-modelling.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

1. We propose multiple extensions to the existing
approaches on document-level LM fusion for
MT.

2. We compare our methods against two strong
baselines: Back-translation, the to-date most
popular way to utilize monolingual data for
MT, and a task-specific LM re-ranking base-
line for pronoun disambiguation. The compar-
ison takes place over four diverse translation
tasks in terms of general translation quality
as well as specific context-dependant phenom-
ena.

3. We present first results on fusing a large lan-
guage model (LLM) with a sentence-level MT
system.

2 Related Works

Most works on document-level NMT rely on paral-
lel document-level data for system training.

Tiedemann and Scherrer (2017) propose to con-
catenate adjacent sentences on source and target
side and input this into the NMT model which has
the exact same architecture as the vanilla sentence-
level transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Later,
many works have proposed modifications to the
architecture to better accommodate the additional
context (Jean et al., 2017; Bawden et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2018; Kuang and
Xiong, 2018; Miculicich et al., 2018; Maruf and
Haffari, 2018). However, it has been shown that the
simple concatenation approach performs as good,
if not better than these more complicated variants
(Lopes et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2022).

Maybe the biggest challenge for document-level
NMT is that most of the parallel MT training data
is not document-level (Esplà-Gomis et al., 2019;
Schwenk et al., 2021). Recently there has been

some effort to restore document-level meta infor-
mation from existing sentence-level corpora but
this is a very time consuming and error-prone pro-
cess (Ghussin et al., 2023). Therefore, approaches
to document-level NMT have been proposed that
utilize document-level monolingual data, of which
typically large amounts are readily available.

One direction is to back-translate the document-
level monolingual data to create synthetic paral-
lel document-level data. The reverse system used
for back-translation can be either sentence-level
(Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019; Saleh et al., 2019; Post
and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2023) or document-level
(Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2019; Huo et al., 2020).
A downside of this approach is that the final MT
system has to be re-trained to incorporate the new
synthetic data.

Another line of work uses document-level lan-
guage models in combination with sentence-level
translation models. Gülçehre et al. (2015) were
the first to propose a log-linear combination of
sentence-level language and NMT models, coining
the term ‘shallow fusion’. Recently, it was shown
that the shallow fusion approach for sentence-
level NMT can be improved by compensating for
the implicitly learned internal language model of
the NMT system (Herold et al., 2023). Regard-
ing the integration of a document-level LM, ear-
lier approaches simply use the LM for re-ranking
the hypothesis of the sentence-level NMT model
(Stahlberg et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020). Several
works have proposed to employ a log-linear com-
bination between sentence-level NMT system and
document-level LM (Garcia et al., 2019; Jean and
Cho, 2020; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2020). Both
Jean and Cho (2020) and Sugiyama and Yoshinaga
(2020) propose to also include the probabilities of
the LM without context information in order to mit-
igate the influence of the current sentence on the
LM probabilities. While our approach also uses the
output of a sentence-level LM, it is conceptually
different from the previous works in that we want
to mitigate the influence of the internal LM from
the NMT model, resulting in a different final formu-
lation. To further improve LM incorporation, Jean
and Cho (2020) propose to use subword-dependent
fusion scales instead of a single scale per model.

Apart from back-translation and LM integration
there exist some other ways to utilize additional
monolingual document-level data for MT. Voita
et al. (2019) train a document-level automatic post
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editing system on the monolingual data and use it
to improve the hypotheses from a sentence-level
NMT system in a two-pass approach. Several
works utilize the additional data in a multi-task
learning approach (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019) or for
pre-training (Zhu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021b;
Liu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021a).

Very recently, LLMs have shown their potential
for the task of document-level NMT (Wang et al.,
2023). However, it is unclear how much parallel
training samples were seen during the large scale
pre-training on trillions of tokens.

3 Document-level Language Model
Fusion

The sentence-level MT model translates a source
sentence F into a target sentence E := eI0 of sub-
words ei. In the document-level LM fusion ap-
proach, we additionally provide the k previous
target-side sentences E−1

−k as context1.

3.1 Internal Language Model Neutralization

As the translation model already implicitly learns
probabilities that are source-independent, directly
fusing the MT model and the document-level LM
overvalues the source-agnostic probabilities. There-
fore, we estimate the internal LM of the MT model
and in total combine three models during genera-
tion:

• the existing sentence-level MT model
pTM(ei) := pTM(ei |ei−1

0 , F ),

• the LM pLM(ei) := pLM(ei | ei−1
0 , E−1

−k)
trained on monolingual documents with ac-
cess to the previous target sentences E−1

−k ,

• and a second LM pILM(ei) := pILM(ei |ei−1
0 )

which estimates the internal LM probabili-
ties implicitly learned by the MT model. We
train this LM separately on the target-side of
the MT training data, as we found that this
approach works best for document-level MT
when compared to other approaches presented
by Herold et al. (2023). This comparison can
be found in Appendix A.3.

We multiply the model output probabilities and nor-
malize them. The resulting probability distribution

1 At the beginning of the document we only provide as
many sentences as available.

is now conditioned on both the source sentence F
and the target-side context E−1

−k :

p(ei) := p(ei |ei−1
0 , F, E−1

−k)

:=
pλ0

TM(ei) · pλ1
LM(ei) · p−λ2

ILM (ei)∑
e′ p

λ0
TM(e′) · pλ1

LM(e′) · p−λ2
ILM (e′)

. (1)

Each model is weighted with a scalar λ0, λ1, λ2 ≥
0, the internal LM is included with a negative
exponent. We tune these fusion scales on the
validation set for BLEU via a grid search over
λ0, λ1, λ2 ∈ {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}.

Existing work on document-level LM fusion
uses a similar formulation as our approach, but
instead of neutralizing the internal LM of the MT
model, it accounts for the sentence-level probabili-
ties pLM(ei |ei−1

0 ) of the document-level LM (Jean
and Cho, 2020; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2021).
In the particular case where there are no previous
sentences available, this approach simply falls back
to using only the sentence-level MT model prob-
abilities. Our approach on the contrary can also
leverage the gains obtained from sentence-level
LM fusion and is theoretically more expressive.

3.2 Context-dependent Fusion Scales

Choosing appropriate fusion scales λ0, λ1, λ2 in
Equation 1 is crucial. Conventionally, the scales
are tuned via grid search. This is problematic in
three aspects:

1. Grid search is expensive. Testing e.g. ten pos-
sible values for each of the three model scales
already requires translating the validation set
1000 times.

2. The tuning process depends on the tuning data,
its domain and the tuning objective. E.g.,
the scales that optimize document-targeted
metrics differ from the ones that maximize
sentence-level translation quality (Sugiyama
and Yoshinaga, 2021).

3. Fusion scales obtained by a hyperparameter
grid search must be constant. Document-level
context however is not uniformly useful for
all predicted subwords.

In the following, we propose two simple alterna-
tives to obtaining fusion scales with grid search
that overcome the aforementioned issues.
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3.2.1 On-the-fly Fusion Scales
During decoding, the next subword ei is chosen
to maximize the fused probability (Equation 1).
We propose to also choose the fusion scales in a
similar fashion and define them to maximize the
fused model scores:

(λ0, λ1, λ2) :=

argmax
(λ0,λ1,λ2)

pλ0
TM(ei) · pλ1

LM(ei) · p−λ2
ILM (ei)∑

e′ p
λ0
TM(e′) · pλ1

LM(e′) · p−λ2
ILM (e′)

. (2)

Our model maximizes over the discrete set
λ0, λ1, λ2 ∈ {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}. This approach ob-
viates the need for separate scale tuning entirely
and only has a small overhead during generation.

3.2.2 Automatically Learned Fusion Scales
Alternatively, we propose to learn the fusion scales
automatically using a small amount of training
examples (F,E,E−1

−k) with document-level con-
text, similarly to Jean and Cho (2020). We obtain
the training data by back-translating the monolin-
gual data (see Section 5). Automatic learning al-
lows us to implement subword-dependent fusion
scales: We introduce a set of learnable parameters
λ0(e), λ1(e), λ2(e) for each subword e from the
target vocabulary and learn them automatically by
optimizing the cross-entropy loss

(λ0, λ1, λ2) := argmax
λ : V→R3

∑
(F,E,E−1

−k)

∑
i

log
p
λ0(ei)
TM (ei) · pλ1(ei)

LM (ei) · p−λ2(ei)
ILM (ei)∑

e′ p
λ0(e′)
TM (e′) · pλ1(e′)

LM (e′) · p−λ2(e′)
ILM (e′)

.

(3)

Scale learning uses the same optimization parame-
ters as the MT model was originally trained with.
The scale parameters are initialized with a small
variance around zero while all other parameters are
frozen.

4 Document-level Language Model
Pronoun Re-ranking

Besides consistency, the main problem of
discourse-modelling are ambiguities. E.g. trans-
lating the English pronoun ‘it’ to German requires
access to the noun that it refers to, which might
only be found in a preceding sentence (Müller et al.,
2019).

We propose an approach specific to the En→De
language pair that directly targets the pronoun

translation problem by re-ranking sentence-level
hypotheses using a document-level LM. We first
translate each sentence independently using the
sentence-level MT model. Each sentence-level
translation is expanded to a set of candidates by
replacing the pronouns with all alternatives (‘er’,
‘sie’, ‘es’). All candidate translations are then
scored in context of the preceding sentences using
a document-level LM, and we select the pronoun
for which the LM score is highest.

This approach is very much tailored to the spe-
cific pronoun translation problem for this specific
language pair. While it is theoretically possible to
extend this approach to cover more cases, this will
require extensive human effort and is probably not
feasible in most scenarios. However, we include it
here, because it serves as a reasonable baseline for
this popular pronoun translation benchmark.

5 Document-level Back-translation

The to-date most popular way of utilizing mono-
lingual data for MT is to create synthetic parallel
training data via back-translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016). We train a sentence-level backwards MT
system on the parallel data and use it to translate
the document-level monolingual data back into the
source language. The sentence-level translations
are concatenated to obtain synthetic parallel docu-
ments (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019; Saleh et al., 2019;
Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2019; Huo et al., 2020;
Post and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2023).

To train the final systems we combine the au-
thentic sentence-level parallel and the synthetic
document-level data. Combining both data sources
is not straightforward, because of their varying
size and the difference between sentence/document-
level context. Therefore, we first oversample the
data accordingly to have roughly the same number
of sentences in both parts. Secondly, we turn the
authentic sentence-level parallel data into ‘pseudo-
documents’ by concatenating them in a random
order (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019; Jean et al., 2019).
This ensures that all training data has the same con-
text size. We found this procedure to perform best
when incorporating synthetic document-level data.
For a detailed comparison, see Appendix A.5.

6 Experiments

6.1 Tasks
We evaluate our approaches on four different tasks
of varying data conditions and domains. Three
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tasks are on publicly available data and a fourth
task is based on a large scale internal dataset in the
e-Commerce domain. All tasks include (sentence-
level) parallel training data and document-level
monolingual data from the same domain. The exact
data conditions are provided in Appendix A.1.

The News En→De data consists of news articles
while the TED En→It task consists of scientific
talks. Both are low resource with less than 1M train-
ing samples in total. The Subtitles En→De data
consists of subtitles from various TV shows and
is medium size. Finally, the e-Commerce En→De
task is about translating item descriptions from e-
Commerce listings and the training data is large
scale with more than 100M examples.

While the parallel training data for the three aca-
demic tasks does provide document-level metadata,
our approaches do not make use of this informa-
tion and we assume that the parallel training data
is sentence-level for most experiments. We only
make use of this information to provide a direct
comparison against the setting where document-
level parallel data is assumed to be available. As
ParaCrawl, like most other large-scale web-crawled
parallel datasets, is not a document-level corpus,
we can not conduct these experiments for the e-
Commerce task.

We preprocess each corpus with byte-pair encod-
ings (Sennrich et al., 2016) using the SentencePiece
toolkit (Kudo, 2018) learned on the parallel dataset
with a shared vocabulary of 32k subwords (13.6k
for TED). For the e-Commerce task we additionally
use inline casing (Berard et al., 2019; Etchegoyhen
and Gete, 2020).

6.2 Settings

We train transformer MT models in the ‘base’ con-
figuration (Vaswani et al., 2017), implemented in
Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019). For the LMs we use a
similar architecture but without the encoder. Our
document-level models use the same architecture as
the sentence-level models, we simply include con-
text sentences by concatenating the previous two
source and target sentences to all training examples,
separated by a reserved symbol (Tiedemann and
Scherrer, 2017).

Details on the optimization algorithm are given
in Appendix A.1. The final model is selected based
on the validation set perplexity. We then perform
beam search with beam size 12 and length normal-
ization. Document-level decoding uses the ‘last

sentence’ search strategy as described in Herold
and Ney (2023b).

The document-level LMs are trained on a combi-
nation of target-side of the sentence-level parallel
and document-level monolingual data. Regardless
of the task, we train the LMs for 300k update steps
with batch size 90k, 10 % dropout, and 10 % label
smoothing.

For the LM fusion experiments with non-static
fusion scales, we restrict the search space to only
consider scale combinations where λ0 = 1 and
λ1 = λ2. A direction comparison is given in Ap-
pendix A.4. For back-translation, we use beam
search with beam size 4 and increase the training
time proportionally to the new data size.

6.3 Evaluation

Document-level evaluation is challenging, as in-
tersentential context usually is only relevant for a
small fraction of words. Further, conventional met-
rics like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) or COMET

(Rei et al., 2020) do not appropriately measure how
well document-level context is considered for those
words where context does matter (Läubli et al.,
2018, 2020; Maruf et al., 2022). However, we
still report BLEU using Sacrebleu (Post, 2018) and
COMET2 on the task-specific in-domain test sets to
evaluate the general MT quality.

To better evaluate the improvements from the
document-level approaches, we focus on selected
sentences for which document-level context is
known to be important. Here, we report on two
test sets focusing on ambiguities. The En→De pro-
nouns test set released by Müller et al. (2018) was
curated from OpenSubtitles shows and contains
12k examples. Most examples require previous
sentences as context to properly translate the En-
glish pronoun ‘it’ with German ‘er’, ‘sie’ or ‘es’.
Further, the gender-referring professions test sets
released as contextual part of MT-GenEval (Currey
et al., 2022) are available for various target lan-
guages and focus on a wider range of ambiguous
words, e.g. whether ‘the teacher’ should be trans-
lated with ‘die Lehrerin’ or ‘der Lehrer’ in German.
Again, context from the previous sentences is re-
quired to determine the correct translation. We use
these test sets for En→De and En→It which both
comprise approx. 1.1k examples that were created
by translating Wikipedia articles.

Computing BLEU and COMET on these chal-

2 Using the wmt22-comet-da model (Rei et al., 2020)
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lenge test sets better reflects how well a MT system
handles document-level context. An even more
specific metric can be obtained by focusing only on
the ambiguous words. Previous work commonly
reports an accuracy metric that is based on con-
trastive scoring, which is computed by comparing
the model probabilities of the reference against a
set of contrastive examples (Müller et al., 2018).
This metric however can be misleading, as it not
based on the generated translation but rather just on
scoring. MT systems with high contrastive scores
often perform poorly when their generated hypothe-
sis is evaluated (Post and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2023).
Instead, we focus on translation-based document-
targeted metrics.

On the pronouns test set, we compute a pronoun
F1-score as proposed by Herold and Ney (2023a).
This metric directly compares the pronouns of the
hypothesis and the reference and is based on the
BLONDE metric (Jiang et al., 2022). On the pro-
fessions test set, we report the translation-based
accuracy metric suggested by their curators (Cur-
rey et al., 2022). Further, for the Subtitles system
we also report a formality F1-score on its test set
as proposed by Herold and Ney (2023a).

6.4 Results

We evaluate our approaches to utilize monolingual
document-level data on the four MT tasks. We ap-
ply them in two settings where a) we assume that all
parallel data is purely sentence-level, and b) also
the parallel data is document-level.

In an effort to compare to previous work, we
re-implement LM fusion with static scales with-
out subtracting the internal LM which was inde-
pendently proposed by Jean and Cho (2020) and
Sugiyama and Yoshinaga (2021). These works sub-
tract the intersentential probabilities of the external
LM instead. Further, we also re-implement the
non-static scales predicted with a ‘merging mod-
ule’ learned on parallel document-level data as pro-
posed by Jean and Cho (2020).

We first evaluate our approaches on conventional
metrics to measure their general MT performance.
Then, we focus on the document-targeted challenge
sets to quantify how well they utilize document-
level context.

6.4.1 Conventional Metrics
We start by evaluating on the in-domain test sets
of the four MT tasks using the conventional MT
metrics. Here, we do not expect to see much im-
provements coming from the document-level con-
text. The results are presented in Table 1.

Adding monolingual data gives the largest im-
provements on News and small improvements on
the e-Commerce task. On these two tasks, the
monolingual data is in-domain and the improve-
ments are likely because of the domain. On Subti-
tles and TED we do not see any improvements as
Subtitles already has a large amount of in-domain
parallel data and the TED monolingual data is
slightly out-of-domain. We verified the domain
effect by training sentence-level LMs on equal
amounts of data from the target-side of the par-
allel and monolingual corpora and comparing their
perplexities on the test sets. Details are provided in
Appendix A.2.

None of the presented approaches significantly
decreases translation performance in terms of con-
ventional metrics. The only exception is the back-
translation which when added to the Subtitles and
TED document-level baseline performs worse in
BLEU. In COMET however, this decrease is less
prevalent.

6.4.2 Document-targeted Metrics
The results on the document-targeted test sets are
shown in Table 2. First we discuss the scenario
without access to document-level parallel training
data.

LM fusion. Adding monolingual documents
to the sentence-level baseline with the exist-
ing approaches from Jean and Cho (2020) and
Sugiyama and Yoshinaga (2021) improves scores
only marginally by on average +0.5 % absolute
F1 score on the pronouns test set and no improve-
ments on the professions set. In comparison, our
approach on LM fusion with the neutralization of
the internal LM performs better: E.g., the vari-
ant with on-the-fly scales on average improves the
pronoun F1 score by +2.4 % and the professions ac-

3 External baseline by Herold and Ney (2023b)
4 External baseline by Huo et al. (2020)
5 Re-implementation of LM fusion with neutralization of

the intersentential LM probabilities instead of the internal
LM, as introduced by Jean and Cho (2020) and Sugiyama and
Yoshinaga (2021)

6 Re-implementation of the ‘merging module’ approach by
Jean and Cho (2020). This approach uses parallel document-
level data for scale learning.
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Data
Method

News Subtitles TED e-Commerce
parallel mono. BLEU COMET BLEU COMET BLEU COMET BLEU COMET

sent.

-
baseline (prev. work) 32.83 - 37.34 - 34.23 - - -
baseline (ours) 32.7 82.8 37.3 87.9 34.8 86.1 36.4 89.2

doc.

(Jean, 2020; Sugiyama, 2021)5 33.1 83.2 37.2 87.8 34.6 86.2 37.1 89.6
(Jean, 2020)6 32.9 83.0 37.3 87.9 34.5 86.2 36.6 89.2
LM: static 34.8 84.2 37.2 87.8 34.9 86.2 37.3 89.6
LM: on-the-fly 34.7 83.9 37.2 87.9 34.9 86.2 36.8 89.7
LM: auto. learned 34.4 83.8 37.4 87.8 34.7 86.2 36.8 89.0
LM: re-rank pronouns 32.6 82.7 36.9 87.8 n.a. 36.4 89.2
back-translation 37.1 85.2 37.2 87.6 35.1 86.6 36.2 89.3
+ LM: static 37.4 85.6 37.6 87.7 35.2 86.6 35.0 88.9
+ LM: on-the-fly 37.2 85.4 37.1 87.6 34.8 86.6 35.9 89.4
+ LM: auto. learned 37.2 85.3 37.3 87.6 34.9 86.6 36.2 89.5

doc.

- baseline 32.5 82.9 39.5 88.2 35.4 86.5

n.a.
doc.

LM: static 35.1 84.3 38.9 88.2 35.2 86.7
LM: on-the-fly 34.5 84.1 39.0 88.0 35.1 86.7
LM: auto. learned 34.8 84.1 39.3 88.2 35.2 86.6
LM: re-rank pronouns 32.3 82.8 39.1 88.1 n.a.
back-translation 37.2 85.3 37.5 87.8 34.6 86.5

Table 1: Utilizing document-level monolingual data using different methods, reporting on the in-domain test sets of
each task. BLEU and COMET are given in percentage. Best results for each column are highlighted.

Data
Method

News Subtitles TED e-Commerce
parallel mono. pron. proff. pron. proff. form. proff. pron. proff.

sent.

-
baseline (prev. work) 45.33 - 41.13 - 59.43 - - -
baseline (ours) 45.1 65.9 41.7 65.3 57.2 65.4 42.6 63.7

doc.

(Jean, 2020; Sugiyama, 2021)5 46.0 65.0 42.3 65.8 58.1 65.1 42.7 64.0
(Jean, 2020)6 45.1 64.7 41.9 65.8 57.7 65.4 42.5 63.5
LM: static 45.5 65.5 42.5 66.3 58.4 65.4 42.8 64.4
LM: on-the-fly 48.0 65.5 44.2 65.9 58.9 66.4 44.4 66.2
LM: auto. learned 46.7 64.9 42.8 65.5 58.6 65.6 44.0 65.2
LM: re-rank pronouns 48.0 66.1 57.5 65.5 57.2 n.a. 54.5 64.0
back-translation 48.7 80.5 52.3 67.0 58.5 65.1 42.9 67.1
+ LM: static 48.5 80.6 53.1 68.3 53.8 65.4 42.6 66.0
+ LM: on-the-fly 48.9 81.3 52.8 67.3 60.4 65.4 46.3 70.5
+ LM: auto. learned 48.9 80.5 52.0 67.6 59.9 65.4 46.2 65.7

doc.

- baseline 55.9 71.2 67.2 70.8 61.9 67.2

n.a.
doc.

LM: static 55.3 70.8 67.5 71.1 61.5 66.8
LM: on-the-fly 55.8 72.3 67.8 71.9 61.4 67.6
LM: auto. learned 55.7 71.5 67.4 71.0 61.6 67.6
LM: re-rank pronouns 50.9 71.5 62.6 70.8 61.9 n.a.
back-translation 52.1 79.4 62.8 67.3 62.0 65.7

Table 2: Document-targeted evaluation of the different approaches utilizing document-level monolingual data. We
report the pronoun F1 score (Herold and Ney, 2023a), gender-referring professions accuracy (Currey et al., 2022)
and the formality F1 score on the Subtitles test set (Herold and Ney, 2023a), all given in percentage. Best results for
each column are highlighted.
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curacy by +0.9 %. Compared to static scales, both
on-the-fly and automatically learned scales yield
small improvements and further do not involve the
expensive grid search.

LM re-ranking pronouns. Our LM re-ranking
approach was specifically tailored towards the pro-
nouns test set. We see most improvements on
this test set, while the document-targeted metrics
on the other test sets remain mostly unchanged.
For both the Subtitles and the e-Commerce task,
LM re-ranking is the best approach of utilizing
document-level monolingual data for this specific
test set in the absence of document-level parallel
data. On News however, the gains are less preva-
lent: Our analysis finds that even though the LM
in this case can predict the pronouns correctly, the
general translation quality of the baseline on this
test set is low and therefore this model often fails to
generate any pronouns at all. This again highlights
the discrepancy between scoring- and generation-
based metrics.

Back-translation. In a direct comparison to LM
fusion, back-translation outperforms LM fusion
despite our improvements over the existing work.
Back-translation on average improves the pronouns
F1 score by +4.8 % and the professions accu-
racy by +4.9 % over the sentence-level baseline.
This may also highlight the importance of source-
side document-level context as the LM based ap-
proaches do not have access to this. Still, both back-
translation and LM fusion can be combined and this
yields further improvements: The best performing
approach not relying on document-level parallel
data is to use both document-level back-translation
and then LM fusion with on-the-fly scales, this
method achieves on average +6.2 % F1 score on
the pronouns and +6.0 % professions accuracy.

Parallel document-level data. The three base-
lines trained on parallel document-level data per-
form much better than the sentence-level base-
line: The document-level baselines score on av-
erage +18.0 % better on the pronouns F1 score
and +4.2 % better on the professions accuracy than
their sentence-level counterparts. In addition, the
systems trained on parallel documents also per-
form better than the sentence-level systems with
additional monolingual documents in almost all
cases. This concludes that on these three tasks,
having access to parallel document-level data is
much more effective than utilizing monolingual
document-level data, even though our monolingual

Method
contrastive pronoun acc.

News Subtitles e-Comm.
sentence-level baseline 49.0 46.4 46.1
(Jean, 2020; Sugiyama, 2021)5 53.4 48.8 47.4
(Jean, 2020)6 49.2 46.8 45.5
LM: static 55.2 49.5 48.5
LM: on-the-fly 55.9 53.4 51.3
LM: auto. learned 53.0 50.1 50.5
LM: re-rank pronouns 65.7 73.9 64.8
back-translation 56.5 57.9 47.3
+ LM: static 57.7 61.6 47.5
+ LM: on-the-fly 57.9 61.1 54.3
+ LM: auto. learned 56.7 59.0 54.1

document-level baseline 67.9 84.0 n.a.

Table 3: Scoring-based, contrastive accuracies on the
pronouns test set (Müller et al., 2018) for the three
En→De tasks, reported in percent.

corpora are much larger than the parallel ones.
Further including monolingual document-level

data to the document-level baselines does not gen-
erally give additional improvements. In particular,
LM pronoun re-ranking decreases performance in
this setting as the MT model itself is already bet-
ter at predicting the correct pronoun than the LM
trained on the document-level monolingual data.

Contrastive scores. Previous work on document-
level MT commonly evaluates document-level MT
systems using contrastive scoring (e.g., Jean and
Cho, 2020; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2021). As a
direct comparison, we report the contrastive accura-
cies on the pronouns test set in Table 3. The trend
is often similar to the translation-based metrics
in Table 2, however scoring-based improvements
are much more pronounced. Our experiments also
show that strong contrastive accuracies do not nec-
essarily lead to improvements on the generated
hypothesis. For example, on the News task, the
contrastive scores of the LM pronoun re-ranking
approach and the document-level baseline are simi-
lar but their translation-based scores differ strongly
(c.f. Table 2).

6.4.3 Computational Cost

We have shown that both the on-the-fly scales and
the automatically learned scales improve document-
targeted scores over static scores obtained via grid
search. Another downside of grid search is that the
tuning process is quite expensive. In Table 4, we
illustrate that a grid search with 113 parameters (as
is used in this work) on a single GPU can easily
take multiple days. The on-the-fly scales do not
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Method
Time

Preparation Search
LM: static 7187 min 5.4 min
LM: on-the-fly 0 min 6.5 min
LM: auto. learned 8.3 min 5.4 min

Table 4: Total time necessary to tune different fusion
scale variants on a single GPU, as well as the time
spent during translation. We measure the time used to
translate the News validation set.

LM
perplexity contrastive acc.

news e-comm. pron. proff.
NewsCrawl 17.0 44.5 62.8 63.4
LLaMA 9.2 11.8 80.0 62.3

Table 5: Comparing the small in-domain LM trained on
NewsCrawl against the LLM LLaMA.

require any preparation time as they are obtained
entirely during search, in which the overhead is
small. The automatically scales on the other hand
can be learned in just a few minutes and do not
have any overhead in decoding.

6.4.4 Large Language Model Integration
Recently, large language models (LLMs) which
are trained on large corpora and long context sizes
received a lot of attention (e.g., Brown et al., 2020;
Touvron et al., 2023). In particular, they have
also been able to perform document-level MT
(Zhang et al., 2023; Hendy et al., 2023; Karpin-
ska and Iyyer, 2023; Wang et al., 2023). This raises
the natural question whether LLMs can improve
document-level LM fusion.

We experiment on the News task and com-
pare our own small LM with 35M parameters
trained on 2.2B tokens from the in-domain German
NewsCrawl corpus against the 13B parameter ver-
sion of LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023), which was
trained on a total of 1000B tokens. LLaMA’s train-
ing data includes various domains and languages.
Only a small fraction of its data is German. The
small LM provides two sentences context while
we query the LLM with 200 tokens context. We
re-train our MT model and the small LM using the
LLaMA tokenizer. This leads to slightly worse per-
formance compared to our previous experiments as
the LLaMA tokenization was learned on general-
domain English data. For decoding we use a beam
size of 4.

Table 5 shows the perplexities of both LMs and
their contrastive scores on the document-targeted

LM Fusion news e-Commerce
LM Scales BLEU COMET BLEU COMET

(none) - 31.2 81.3 13.6 70.5

NewsCrawl
static 33.2 83.0 14.4 72.5

on-the-fly 33.2 82.8 14.3 72.2

LLaMA
static 34.6 84.2 16.5 75.0

on-the-fly 33.4 83.9 13.7 72.9

Table 6: Comparing fusion with a small LM and a LLM
on general test sets.

test sets7. Both LMs use the same vocabulary and
thus their perplexities are comparable. Because it
is in general unclear whether test sets are or are not
included in LLM training data, we also include the
e-Commerce test set which was translated by our-
selves for the purpose of cross-validation. On both
test sets, the LLM perplexities are much better than
the ones of the small in-domain LM. LLaMA’s con-
trastive scores are also much better on the pronouns
test set.

Table 6 shows the performance of LM fusion
with the two LMs in BLEU and COMET. Both
LMs notably improve translation, but the LLM
translation quality is best. Fusion with LLaMA
yields +3.4 % absolute improvements on the in-
domain test set. Improvements on the e-Commerce
test set are similar, indicating that the gains are
not an effect of data leakage of the test set into the
training data. While the on-the-fly scales and the
static scales perform similarly for the small LM,
on-the-fly scales do not perform as well for the
LLM.

The improvements measured on the in-domain
test sets are likely not because of document-level
context but rather due to the increased amount of
data. Therefore, we continue our evaluation with
the document-targeted scores. Table 8 depicts the
results. On these metrics, the LLM outperforms
the small LM by an even larger margin. In general,
the improvements are correlated to their contrastive
scores (c.f. Table 5).

6.5 Extended Analysis on Automatically
Learned Fusion Scales

In our experiments we use the validation set of the
News task to find the best working methods. We
share some insights in the following.

How are the automatically learned scales dis-
tributed? Figure 1 shows the distribution of the au-

7 The professions test set was released without target-side
context, which we therefore created ourselves by translating
the source-side context with a commercial MT system.
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Fusion Scales Learning
λ

valid set doc.-targeted
Scales Crit. Train Set BLEU COMET pron. proff.
none - - 0.0 24.5 80.9 45.1 65.9

subword-
agnostic

grid search valid set 0.40 25.4 81.8 46.5 65.1

CE
valid set 0.34 25.5 81.7 46.4 65.0
synthetic 0.46 25.3 81.6 47.1 65.2

subword-
dependent CE

valid set - 26.6 81.8 46.1 65.0
synthetic - 25.4 81.6 46.9 65.4

Table 7: Automatically learning subword-dependent and -agnostic fusion scales on the News task. We employ the
restriction λ0 := 1 , λ := λ1 = λ2.

LM Fusion document-targeted
LM Scales pron. proff. form.

(none) - 44.5 65.7 33.4

NewsCrawl
static 46.3 66.3 34.7

on-the-fly 47.4 66.7 34.3

LLaMA
static 51.6 66.9 36.1

on-the-fly 48.2 68.9 35.2

Table 8: Fusion with a small LM against a LLM, re-
porting the translation-based scores on the document-
targeted test sets.

tomatically learned scales for the News task. The
learned LM scale of subwords that continue an-
other subword are in general higher than the ones
that begin a new word. This is intuitive as contin-
uing a subword is an LM task while beginning a
new word requires information about the source
sentence.

How much data is needed for automatically
learning scales? The static fusion scales are usu-
ally tuned on a small validation set via grid search.
Table 7 shows that it is also possible to use au-
tomatic differentiation to learn static scales only
on the validation set. The automatically learned
subword-agnostic scales have similar values as
the ones tuned via grid search and therefore also
their translation performance is similar. Learning
subword-dependent scales automatically on the val-
idation set on the other hand improves performance
on this set, but does not generalize which indicates
overfitting.

7 Conclusions

This work presents multiple extensions to
document-level LM fusion, a technique of utiliz-
ing document-level monolingual data for context-
aware MT. In comparison to existing work, our ex-
tensions significantly improve discourse-modeling

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
fusion scale λ(e)

0

1000

2000

3000

fre
qu

en
cy

_er, _sie, _es

_Lehrer in

target subword beginning new word
target subword continuing word

Figure 1: Distribution of the automatically learned LM
fusion scales for different target-side subwords on the
News task. Subwords for which document-level con-
text is often necessary, such as the German pronouns
‘_er’, ‘_sie’, ‘_es’, and the suffix ‘in’ marking female
professions, have learned higher scales than nouns like
‘_Lehrer’.

across four MT tasks and furthermore are com-
putationally more efficient. We conduct eval-
uations against two baselines: document-level
back-translation and a task-specific LM re-ranking
method. Despite our extensions, back-translation
in general still outperforms document-level LM
fusion. Nevertheless back-translation can be effec-
tively combined with LM fusion, further improv-
ing translation performance. On very specific test
sets, the LM re-ranking performs best. However,
our experiments also show that systems trained on
document-level parallel data outperform the best
systems trained with monolingual documents only.

Finally, this work is the first to explore document-
level LM fusion with LLMs. First findings demon-
strate that fusion with an LLM outperforms a small
LM trained on in-domain data and open the path
for future investigations.
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Limitations

The experiments in this work were limited to four
MT tasks, from which two are low-resource and
three are translating from English into German.
Apart from the experiments with the LLM, we
did not conduct any experiments on a large-scale
dataset of multi-domain monolingual documents.
The LLM in our experiments only has 7B parame-
ters, while much larger LLMs exist (e.g., Touvron
et al., 2023).

Further, our work focuses only on one specific
architecture for document-level MT and uses only
two sentences target-side context. Various other ar-
chitectures exist and may entail different properties.
This work further does not investigate the behavior
of larger translation models.

Another limitation lies in the evaluation of
document-level MT models. The document-level
targeted metrics we used are all reference-based
and limited to the translation of pronouns, gender-
referring professions or salutation forms. Other dis-
course phenomena like e.g. cohesion exist (Maruf
et al., 2022) but were not studied in our work. It is
unclear how well automated metrics actually cor-
relate with the actual document-level translation
quality (Currey et al., 2022), and this work did not
perform any qualitative analysis.
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A Appendix

A.1 Model Training

Data. The News En→De task comprises 330k
parallel sentences from NewsCommentary v148,
which we combine with document-level monolin-
gual data from NewsCrawl9 (70M sentences10).
Our Subtitles En→De data consists of a total
of 39M monolingual movie show subtitles from
OpenSubtitles, from which a subset of 22.5M sen-
tences has been aligned to English sentences and
forms our parallel training data (Lison et al., 2018).
For TED En→It we use 230k parallel sentences
from scientific TED talks released as part of the
IWSLT17 multilingual task (Cettolo et al., 2017)
which we combine with 2.2M sentences of talks
from the European parliament (Koehn, 2005). Fi-
nally, the e-Commerce En→De task is about trans-
lating item descriptions from e-Commerce listings.
We use 326M parallel sentences of out-of-domain
parallel training data from the ParaCrawl v9 corpus
(Esplà-Gomis et al., 2019) which we combine with
128k parallel sentences in-domain data. The mono-
lingual data was sampled from item descriptions
and is entirely in-domain (119M sentences).

The sizes of our training corpora are shown in
Table 10.

On each task, we use a validation set for select-
ing the best checkpoint, tuning the fusion scales
and for finding which method works best. For the
final comparison in Table 1 we then report on an
unseen test set of the same domain.

The News validation set is newstest2015,
and newstest2018 as test set. For Subtitles,
our validation and test sets were sampled from
the training corpus. The precise document IDs
for the validation set are: 1995/254, 1997/165,
2000/313, 2002/461, 2005/441, 2007/781,
2010/273, 2012/757, 2015/1488, 2017/525 for
the validation set; and for our test set: 1997/310,
2002/40, 2007/189, 2012/1085, 2017/644. The test
set is the same as used in Huo et al. (2020). For
TED, we concatenate dev2010 and tst2010 and
use tst2017.mltlng as test set. For e-Commerce,
we create the validation and test set ourselves by
translating English e-Commerce item descriptions
into German: Our validation set comprises 85
documents (2882 sentences) and the test set 100

8 https://data.statmt.org/news-commentary/v14/
9 https://data.statmt.org/news-crawl/

10 To reduce training time, our back-translation experiments
on this task utilize only the first 2M sentences.
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Data
News Subtitles TED e-Commerce

test pron. proff. test pron. proff. test proff. test pron. proff.
parallel data 129.7 125.7 168.6 26.6 36.0 103.2 47.6 114.8 61.7 44.2 52.6
monolingual data 97.1 94.9 161.3 27.8 36.6 117.4 75.4 116.1 50.8 48.7 57.5

Table 9: Perplexities of sentence-level LMs trained on equal amount of target-side data.

Task Data docs sents words

News
parallel 8.5k 330k 7.4M
mono. 3M 70M 1.0B

Subtitles
parallel 30k 22.5M 136M
mono. 47k 39M 223M

TED
parallel 1.9k 230k 3.7M
mono. 6k 2.2M 54.6M

e-Commerce
parallel n.a. 326M 9.6B
mono. 1.5M 119M 3.1B

Table 10: Training data statistics.

documents (2520 sentences).
As the pronouns test set (Müller et al., 2018)

was extracted from the OpenSubtitles corpus, we
remove these sentences from the Subtitles training
data. The professions test set (Currey et al., 2022)
was curated from Wikipedia articles and is not part
of our training corpora.

Models. We train the News, Subtitles and TED
models with a shared embedding and projection
matrix. Th resulting MT models for News and Sub-
titles have 60M parameters, 51M parameters for
TED and 90M for e-Commerce. For model train-
ing we use eight Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB GPUs.
Training the baselines takes approximately 7h for
News, 21h for Subtitles, 5h for TED, and 30h for e-
commerce. Due to resource constraints, we report
only a single run for each experiment.

Optimization. For optimization we use Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) and a batch size of 22k sub-
words. The low-resource MT models (News, TED)
are trained for 100k update steps with 30 % dropout,
20 % label smoothing and weight decay, while the
high-resource models (Subtitles, e-Commerce) are
trained for 300k updates with 10 % dropout, 10 %
label smoothing and no weight decay.

A.2 Domain Effects

In an effort to estimate how well the domain of
the training data matches the test sets, we train
LMs on the target-side part of the parallel and the
monolingual training data. Within each task, the
LMs are trained with the same parameters and the
same vocabulary. We then report the perplexities

Approach
valid set doc.-targeted

BLEU COMET pron. proff.
baseline 24.5 80.9 45.1 65.9
LM fusion 24.8 81.2 45.0 65.8
+ (Jean, 2020; Sugiyama, 2021)5 24.9 81.2 46.0 65.0
+ ILM: separate 25.8 82.1 47.3 65.2
+ ILM: h = 0 25.5 82.0 43.8 64.7
+ ILM: mini self-att. 25.8 82.1 44.6 65.1

Table 11: Document-level LM fusion (a) without sub-
tracting any LM, (b) subtracting the sentence-level
probabilities of the external LM (Jean and Cho, 2020;
Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2021), and (c) subtracting dif-
ferent approximations of the internal LM (ILM) learned
by the MT model, reported on the News task.

on the task-specific test sets and the document-
targeted challenge sets in Table 9.

For News, the monolingual data is more in-
domain for all test sets. Similarly the domain of
the e-Commerce monolingual data is closer to the
task-specific test set. For Subtitles, the domains
of parallel and monolingual data are more or less
equal and on TED, the monolingual data is slightly
out-of-domain.

This domain effect explains the improvements
in BLEU and COMET on the task-specific test sets
that we reported in Table 1 on News and on e-
Commerce.

A.3 Comparing Internal Language Model
Estimations

Herold et al. (2023) propose several ways of ap-
proximating the internal LM learned implicitly by
the MT model in the context of sentence-level MT.
We evaluate three of their approaches for document-
level LM fusion and compare them against the
existing document-level LM fusion approach that
subtracts the sentence-level probabilities of the ex-
ternal LM (Jean and Cho, 2020; Sugiyama and
Yoshinaga, 2021). Table 11 shows the results: Sub-
tracting the internal LM substantially improves LM
fusion over existing work. Estimating it by training
a separate LM on the same data as the MT model
works best.
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Fusion Scales valid set doc.-targeted
Approach Restriction BLEU COMET pron. proff.

none - 24.5 80.9 45.1 65.9

static
- 25.8 82.1 47.3 65.2

λ0=1, λ1=λ2 25.4 81.8 46.5 65.1

on-the-fly
- 22.3 78.3 43.4 69.3

λ0=1, λ1=λ2 25.6 81.8 48.0 65.5
auto. - 24.8 80.7 44.7 69.4

learned λ0=1, λ1=λ2 25.3 81.5 46.7 64.9

Table 12: LM fusion with an imposed restriction on the
search space of the fusion scales λ0, λ1, λ2, reported on
the News task.

Data valid set doc.-targeted
parallel mono. BLEU COMET pron. proff.

sent. - 24.5 80.9 45.1 65.9
sent. sent. 27.0 83.2 46.7 65.7
sent. doc. 26.9 82.4 47.8 80.7

pseudo-doc. doc. 27.1 83.0 48.7 80.5

Table 13: Effect of back-translation on the News task.

A.4 Fusion Scale Restrictions
The three LM fusion scales λ0, λ1, λ2 in Equation 1
balance the contribution of the MT model and the
two LMs. In our experiments the optimal scales
usually lie at λ0 ≈ 1 and λ1 ≈ λ2. This is plausible
as the internal LM (λ2) should neutralize the exter-
nal LM (λ1) to the same degree. For the non-static
fusion scales however, we find that searching over
the three-dimensional search space of independent
λ0, λ1, λ2 finds unintuitive scale combinations and
that this causes bad performance. Therefore in our
experiments we restrict the search space of fusion
scales to the one-dimensional slice where λ0 = 1
and λ1 = λ2. Table 12 gives a direct comparison.

A.5 Document-level Back-translation
In Table 13 we compare back-translation using
document-level data against sentence-level back-
translation.

Sentence- and document-level back-translation
gives the same performance improvements in
BLEU and COMET, however only back-translation
on document-level improves the document-targeted
metrics. For document-level back-translation we
find that creating pseudo-documents from the paral-
lel data is necessary to achieve the same BLEU and
COMET scores as sentence-level back-translation.


